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Abstract 
The integration of sensors deals with the accumulation of information from two or more sensors in network. However 
the accumulation of data is typically the subject of research in the area of image analysis. Generally the reliability of 
collected data might induce the problem of reconstructing to get its original form. The Various fusion technique has 
already been implement for text data, image data and video data.  The general exploration in the sensor data fusion is 
to understand the behavioral pattern reformation of real time capturing with sense  of accuracy. This also handle out 
the problems of localizing, navigation and tracing problem. This paper is to study of Kalman Filters technique with 
their key feature of State Vector Fusion, Measurement Fusion, Gain Fusion. The mathematical formulation for the 
data fusion of sensors derived through the State Vector Fusion (SVF) and covariance time propagations. The present 
investigation is to analysis of process of dynamically maintaining a model of the local external environment and deep 
exploration of fusion technique using time decentralized Kalman Filters (DKF). Fusion of perceptual information is 
at the heart of data fusion process.  
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Introduction   
Fusion of sensor data is expressed as the method of accumulating the gathered data from distributed sources of nodes 
(DS of Sensors ) to deliver the highly accurate and complete unified data about an process, Process activities, or 
process terminology. SDT is a combination of many traditional disciplines sensors and sensor head (Sink Node). 
Figure 1 shows an overview of data integration from multiple sensors. The estimated value from a single sensor point 
which modeled to make original view cannot be sufficient. It need to have various data accumulation from various 
distributed sensors. It might possible that the deployed nodes not covers the proper area, one cover the whole while 
other at less area as they assigned. Fusion technique is one of the reliable, accurate and real time based technique for 
sensor Fusion. This technique has low error in their fusion recovery data at accumulation time.   In this illustration 
four stages has been shown below. Sensor node connected with filter and accumulate the gathered data at one place 
represent as data association block and finally come into fusion block with suitable algorithms used as per data better 
reconstruction form. Systematic analysis of gather data are presented and model obtained are descriptively reported. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Concept of Multi Sensor Data Fusion 
 

The integration of multiple sensor data turnout to be an intensive research filed in recent scientific exploration of data 
science [1]. Multilevel sensor send signal of captured data which gathered at central station. The all process could be 
analyzed as a fusion of data. If image has taken as consideration for capturing and reimaging process the quality of 
integration of data for image and reimaging of the data must have the significant in quality terms. The images captured 
from different sensor collect at central gathering station only via the signal. It distinguish because of focus on 
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integrating images at fusion level. The fusion at the function level first uses the extraction function of the source data, 
so that the functions of each source can be used together for some purposes. The general type of fusion at the function 
level involves the merging of edge maps. The common type of  problem occurs during integration is fusion at the 
signal level [3-5].  
In recent time many advanced sensors reconstruct high definition images through fusion technique of gather data. So, 
here the focus of this paper on the integration of images gather through distributed sensor nodes. In recent years, the 
integration of images has attracted great attention in a wide range of applications, such as the investigation of  hidden 
weapons [6-8], Suspected object detection [9-11], Artificial intelligent robots [12,13] , medical imaginary [14,15] 
[16,17], and military surveillance [18-20]. 
Models, Architectures and Frameworks  
The organized structure of data gathered at central hub for integration. The theoretical framework has to contracted  
for the reframing of data as it could regain as original scenario. As a possible outcome, various possible pattern of 
may be contracted. Consequently, this must describe that how data integration algorithms can be embedded in sensor 
nodes with their collector base station. Currently, three main organizational models are used to describe data 
consolidation systems. 
These are:  
 Sensors and Systems Deployments  
 Topological Structure  
 Algorithm for Data Integration  
This three interrelation of matter has the key investigation under the data fusion technique. 
 Sensors and Systems Deployments: This model study the deployment strategies of sensors. The set of specific 
protocols for the data integration must apply over the data. It also should be the fully operational for sensors with the 
sink node before the final deployment. The functionality of the component owned by the system but does not make 
any statement regarding the implementation of the program or the creation of actual instances. The running execution 
and data gathering at hub operation models after the deployment is the core objective of every deployment process.  
 Topological Structure: This defines topological structure as the sensor positioning coordinated of the system. This 
specifically pattern to the way data or information is communicated is understand under the topological configuration. 
The topology includes component design, connectivity and data flows. The topological structure describe the 
integration systems that are classified as centralized, hierarchical or distributed according to their need of requirement. 
It can also be specific configuration based on the systems requirement’s [21-22]. 
 Algorithm for Data Integration: This framework consist of a set of axioms and logical interpretation of 
connectivity’s system. Because specific a framework need with various real time application with data-rich 
information source to produce abstract concepts that are framed to consolidate the currently used gathered data sets. 
They are probabilistic configuration having proactive reason. The frame work apply over the data need very suitable 
approach of mathematical formulation and algorithm for finding the result and its analysis.  
 
Sensor Data Fusion (Kalman Filter) (KF) 
A. State Vector Fusion 
Multi-sensor data fusion involves integration and Extract information from two or more acquired data Sensor.  In 
various processes the data from multiple sensors must accumulate to be highly accurate with complete set of 
Information. In a variety of technological operation multiple sensor data fused through Kalman filtering. This is one 
of the best fusion technique that give better result. [23] The important one because it turned out to be a valid recursion 
algorithms for real-time applications. The state vectors of Kalman filter for processing data gathered at central point ( 
Sink node) are demonstrated for each set of observations as shown below.  [26]. 

 
Figure 2: State Vector Fusion 
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The inter-relationship of each function as below shows that state vector fusion.  
𝐹𝑆( ) = 𝜙𝐹𝑆( ) + 𝐺𝑤( )                 (1) 
𝑍( ) = 𝐻𝑋( ) + 𝑣                  (2) 
Where 
FS : Derived State Vector, 
Ψ : Sate Transition Matrix;𝑋 
A : Gain of  Matrix Data, 
w : Noise Estimation process, 
Z : Estimated Vector , 
H : Observational Matrix, 
v : Noise Measurement,  
The Recursive algorithm developed by Kalman  
The recursive algorithm derived through Kalman Filter is estimated by the equation present below. The state transition 
matrix equation and covariance links are described below.  
𝐹𝑠 ( ) = Ψ𝐹𝑆( )                          (3) 
𝑃  ( )

= Ψ𝑃( ) Ψ + 𝐺𝑄𝐺                       (4) 

State and covariance measurement updates are given by 
𝐾( ) = 𝑃( ) ( )

                            (5) 

𝐹𝑆( ) = 𝐹𝑆( ) + 𝐾( ) 𝑍( ) − 𝐻 𝐹𝑆( )           (6) 
𝑃( ) = 𝐼 − 𝐾( )𝐻 𝑃( )                       (7) 
Where 
𝐹𝑆( ) : state vector of sensor (i) 
𝑃( ) is the covariance of the sensor which is the square of difference among preferred state vector and the sensors state 
vector. 
𝐴( ) : Kalman Gain. 
𝐹𝑆( ) : Filtered State Estimate. 
𝑃( ) : Filtered Covariance Estimate. 
B. Estimation of Fusion 
Estimated Function derived from the fusion method the sensor observations directly via observation model and use 
the proposed kalman filter to calculate the derived fused state vectors as shown below the block diagram. [23-24].  
 

 
Figure 3: Measurement Fusion 

The below equation demonstrate the recursive algorithm and present the covariance time propagation (Equation 8-
12).  
𝑋 ( ) = 𝜙𝑋                                (8) 
𝑃 = 𝜙�̂� ( )𝜙 + 𝐺𝑄𝐺                            (9) 
The state and covariance measurement data updates are given by 
𝐾 ( ) = 𝑝 𝐻 [𝐻𝑃 𝐻 + 𝑅]            (10) 

𝐹𝑆 ( ) = 𝐹𝑆 ( ) + 𝐾 ( ) 𝑍( ) − 𝐻𝑋                    (11) 

𝑃 ( ) = 𝐼 − 𝐾 ( )                         (12) 

Where 
𝐾 ( ) : Filtered State (Fused)  
𝑃 ( )  : Filtered Covariance (Fused) 
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C. Fusion Derived Gain  
The kalman recursive algorithm for gain fusion expression in equation below. 
Kalman Gain (KG) = Uncertainty in predicted state (UPS) / (Uncertainty in predicted state (UPS) + Uncertainty in 
measurement readings (UMR)).  
In the process of detection of data the gain fusion algorithm derived from kalman detection in local system and 
established the generalized equation as below.  
𝐹𝑆 ( ) = Ψ𝑋 ( )                                            (13) 
𝐹𝑆 ( ) =  Ψ𝑃 ( )Ψ + 𝐺𝑄𝐺                         (14) 
𝐹𝑆 ( ) = 𝐹𝑆 ( )                                          (15) 
𝑃 ( ) = 𝑃 ( )                             (16) 
Where m sensors counts 
FS ( ) ∶   Filter  state (In Fused)  
P ( )     : Filter  state (Fused) 
 
Conclusion  
The sensor data fusion algorithm introduced in this paper allows to combine the collected data of different sensors 
over time. Kalman filtering is considered at the same time as data compilation machines in local systems. This 
structure provides the flexibility to reconfigure the control system. New subsystems can be easily added without 
having to redesign the entire system. The system does not need a central processor, so if some local subsystems (each 
with local processor, sensors, and triggers) fail, the public system will continue to work. 
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